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Introduction: Infected wounds irrespective of their location are such a burden to the patient and the
healthcare which is beyond any description we can make. Presence of infection is a complex problem
especially in extremities, which leads to spectrum of complications such as soft tissue loss, exposure of
sensitive structures like tendons, nerves, bones etc and even amputation. Infections have always been a
matter of worry for the surgeons and especially orthopedicians. Wound healing process can be at times
complicated by infections resulting in prolonged hospitalization and even death. Negative pressure therapy
was described in 1993 by Fleishmann et al, and was then introduced in clinical setting in 1997 by Argenta
and Morykwas.
Morykwas It is currently a preferred method of wound
nd management especially in infected wounds,
diabetic foot ulcers etc due to its ability to reduce healing time, promotes wound healing, wound bed
preparation for skin grafting, reduction of bacterial load and early development of granulation tissue by
angiogenic
iogenic stimulation etc. Objective: The aim of this study is to evaluate the outcome and benefits of
negative pressure therapy (NPWT) in patients with infected wounds of lower limbs. Methods: After taking
proper clearance from the hospital’s ethical committee
committee data records of 30 patients (mean age 49 yrs (18-80
yrs), 25 Males and 5 Females)
Females treated at Govt. Medical College for infected wounds of lower limbs using
negative pressure therapy during the time period of 1 year (1st September 2017 to 31st August 2018) were
taken for analysis. This is a retrospective study and after analyzing the hospital records a final inference was
made regarding final outcome and presented in suitable tabular and descriptive form. The negative pressure
therapy (NPWT) was
was applied to the infected wound after proper Wound wash and debridement, in
continuous mode for 5 days with a negative pressure between 50 to 200 mmHg. Results: As per our
analysis the mean hospital stay was 30 days (20-40
(20 40 days), mean intravenous antibioti
antibiotic therapy was 10 days
(5-15
15 days) and mean use of negative pressure therapy was 12.5 days (5
(5- 20days). Use of negative pressure
resulted in gross reduction in wound size and infection. Only 4 patients required a 2nd revised NPWT, 1
patient required 4 NPWT dressings but all the patients showed a positive outcome with respect to wound
healing, complete eradication of infection. Conclusion: This analysis revealed that although the cost benefit
ratio of using Negative pressure therapy for infected wound remains a debatable topic, still it has proven its
worth by treating all the wounds and infections associated with them without causing the pain and
discomfort to the patient which the patients with regular daily dressings experience.
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INTRODUCTION
Initially described by Fleishmann et al in 1993 with intention
of improving wound healing, it was utilized in clinical setting
in year 1997 by Argenta and Morykwas.. It has now become an
important tool in treating infected wounds without any
complications so far.
*Corresponding author: Dr. Sakib Arfee,
Resident Orthopedics GMC Jammu, Govt. Medical College and
Hospital Jammu, Jammu and Kashmir, India.

It works on the principle that when the wound bed is exposed
to the negative atmospheric pressure (Continuous/intermittent)
the fluid from the extracellular space is removed which then
helps to reduce the infections and enhance the wound healing.
The procedure of applying NPWT is based on certain
principles. It consists of an open cell structured sponge which
is cut to fit the size of wound adequately and is put inside the
wound cavity. This sponge allows equal distribution of the
negative pressure and also reduces the chances of high
negative pressure which can lead to tissue damage.
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Then this sponge is covered with transparent adhesive which
creates a vacuum by avoiding any contact with external
environment. This adhesive seal is cut at only one place
through which the tube is placed and this tube is connected
with the vacuum generating and collecting unit on the other
side. NPWT works by two mechanism; Microscopic and
Macroscopic. At Macroscopic level the collapse of pores of the
sponge/foam transfers centripetal force to the wound causing
wound shrinkage and decrease in potential dead space within
the wound. Microscopically it causes alterations in hydrostatic
and shear forces leading to changes in cell shape thereby
promoting wound healing. It also reduces bacterial load of the
wound and also helps in angiogenic stimulation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A total of 30 patients were selected retrospectively from the
hospital records of Govt. Medical College Jammu, who
underwent treatment for infected wounds of lower limbs using
Negative pressure wound therapy from 1st September 2017 to
31st August 2018. Among these patients there were 25 Males
and 5 females. The above patients were selected by using
following inclusion and exclusion criteria:
Inclusion criteria
 All lower limb wounds irrespective of cause and location.
 Wound infection presence confirmed by positive culture
reports.
 Negative pressure therapy used for treatment in addition
to the wound wash/debridement and I/V antibiotics.
 Negative pressure applied for at least 5 days.
Exclusion criteria





biopsy wounds and then applied NPWT to it. There was
remarkable reduction in bacterial load after 4 days.
Technique: NPWT unit consists of a suction pump, suction
pipe, a reservoir and a sponge/foam. The procedure of
applying NPWT is based on certain principles. It consists of an
open cell structured sponge which is cut to fit the size of
wound adequately and is put inside the wound cavity. This
sponge allows equal distribution of the negative pressure and
also reduces the chances of high negative pressure which can
lead to tissue damage. Then this sponge is covered with
transparent adhesive which creates a vacuum by avoiding any
contact with external environment. This adhesive seal is cut at
only one place through which the tube is placed and this tube is
connected with the vacuum generating and collecting unit on
the other side. Mechanism of action has already been explained
above. The dressing was applied after proper wound wash and
debridement and removed after 5 days and not before that. The
wound condition was examined and future course decided. In
case of persistent infection another NPWT dressing was
applied and the same process was repeated. However antibiotic
therapy was independent of NPWT and was solely decided by
Blood parameters. All the NPWT dressings were applied in
Operation theatre under senior supervision.

RESULTS
In this study the mean hospital stay was 30 days (20-40 days),
mean intravenous antibiotic therapy was 10 days (5-15 days)
and mean use of negative pressure therapy was 12.5 days (520days). Use of negative pressure resulted in gross reduction in
wound size and infection.
Table 1. Distribution of wounds acc To their anatomical locations
S. NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Age <18 and >80 yrs.
Who removed the NPWT dressing before completing 5
days post application.
Patients with inadequate records and Follow-up.
Patients with Peripheral vascular disease.

The main cause of these wounds was RTA followed by
Diabetes followed by bed sores and idiopathic wounds (with
inadequate history). In case of RTA patients 12 patients had
implant in situ and remaining were cases of soft tissue injury.
Intravenous antibiotic therapy was started even before
application of NPWT and stopped by using blood
investigations e.g. TLC, ESR, CRP Quantitative etc as
guidelines. In patients who required more than 2 NPWT
dressings antibiotics were stopped even before the last dressing
when the blood parameters became normal. In 2012 Stannard
et al in their study demonstrated 1.9 times increase in the risk
of wound infections in patients not treated by NPWT.
Fleischmann in his study of 313 infected cases treated with
negative pressure, about 2/3rd of infected cases were closed
generally without need of secondary suturing. In this study
however 6% patients died and there were 4% recurrent
infections. Muller et al., in 1997 reported success in Negative
pressure therapy application by treating 300 patients with
infected wounds in Germany. Morykwas et al., in 1997 in his
experimental case series on animals, in order to check the
effectiveness of NPWT in reducing bacterial load; he
deliberately introduced large no. of microorganisms to punch

No. of Patients
8
4
14
1
0
2
1

Wound Site
Foot
Ankle
Leg
Knee
Thigh
Gluteal Region
Sacrum

Table 2. Data regarding 30 patients showing cause, gender
distribution and No. of NPWT dressings applied
No. of Patients

Sex

Cause
of Wound
RTA
Diabetes

No. of NPWT
dressings
1 patient among
these
patients
required
2
dressings

2

Paraplegia
with
Bedsore

-

Idiopathic

1 patient among
these
patients
required
4
dressings
-

17
8

M
15
7

F
2
1

3

1

2

2

Table 3. Wounds of lower limb which can b managed by NPWT.
Bed sores
Burn wounds
Traumatic infected wounds(Acute/Chronic)
Flaps
Venous ulcers
Diabetic ulcers etc.
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Table 4. Contraindication of using NPWT
Malignancy
Patients using anticoagulants
Fistulas
Untreated Osteomylitis
Using NPWT directly on large vessels (e.g. Femoral Artery) etc.

Only 4 patients required a 2nd revised NPWT, 1 patient
required 4 NPWT dressings but all the patients showed a
positive outcome with respect to wound healing, complete
eradication of infection. 4 patients further required flaps to
cover the wound, 17 patients required PTSG and 9 patients
patien
required no further intervention. In our study we did not
encountered any complications with the use of Negative
pressure therapy. All the patients were benefited from the
NPWT with eradication of infection in all cases. Except 1
patient all other patients
nts were ready for final intervention or
discharge after 10 days of NPWT application (Figure 1-4).

Figure 4. Showing Grade 4 Bed sore after multiple debridements
and 4 NPWT dressings (Note: wound was grossly infected and
Bone was exposed before application of NPWT dressing)

DISCUSSION
The use of NPWT in infected wounds of lower limb from this
study has shown the promising effect regarding treatment
outcome as all of the 30 selected cases were discharged from
the hospital without any infection keeping in view the blood
parameters and final wound condition. The use of NPWT is
studied since last 15-20 years
ears and its effectiveness is proven by
several studies and clinical trails. NPWT not only helps in
wound healing and infection eradication it also improves the
quality of life of the patient by preventing further wound
complications and also prevents from any future surgery in
most of the cases. It gives the patients a sigh of relief from
daily regular dressings and the pain associated with them
hence has also a positive psychological impact.

Figure 1-2. Showing infected wound before and after serial
debridements
bridements and NPWT application

There have been a lot of research and clinical trails which
compare
ompare the regular conventional dressings with NPWT and
almost all of these studies have shown superiority of NPWT
over conventional dressings.
NPWT has a very vast
significance in wound management: Karatepe et al., in 2011
published his randomized clinic
clinical trail showing benefits of
NPWT regarding wound healing, quality of life etc in diabetic
feet patients, as compared to regular conventional dressings.
The results were greatly in favour of NPWT dressing. NPWT
also reduces wound pain, and hence improving the patient
compliance and experience along their wound treatment
journey. The cost benefit ratio of using NPWT is still a topic of
debate. Othman, in 2012 published a literature review
regarding the cost effectiveness of NPWT, which shows
enough evidence that NPWT is cost effective by cutting down
the cast of chronic wound management especially infected
wounds. Most of the patients which we are treating at GMC
Jammu with NPWT complain only about 2 things regarding
the use:



Too costly.
Confinement to theirr beds for all the time during the
Treatment with NPWT (as most of these lower limb
wound patients were mobile earlier with or without
walking Aid).

Now a days portable and lightweight Negative pressure device
are also available which allows the patients to roam around but
these devices are not available in our setup currently.
Figure 3. Showing the wound in Fig 1&2 after
aft PTSG
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Conclusion
This study revealed that although the cost benefit ratio of using
Negative pressure therapy for infected wound remains a
debatable topic, still it has proven its worth by treating all the
mentioned wounds of lower limb and infections associated
with them without causing the pain and discomfort to the
patient which the patients with regular daily dressings
experience. All the patients responded positively and were
happy with the results. By eradicating the infections and
enhanced wound healing NPWT has made wound healing
more comfortable and has improved the quality of life of these
patients in addition to psychological upliftment. Certain studies
have shown that intermittent therapy is yielding better results
than continuous therapy.
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